
  

How to join quilted blocks  

Start with an accurately trimmed block. It makes it so much easier to stitch seams in the correct 

place if your blocks are square and true.  

I design all my blocks with an outline around the quilting stitches, which is where the seam line 

will be. I call it the guide line. 

This outer guide line of stitches gives you something to match up when you join your blocks. It’s 

also an excellent guide when you trim. 

Trimming 

The first thing to do after you unhoop your block is to cut away all the excess batting and 

stabiliser. These picture show how I do that with a ruler and rotary cutter. You can use scissors of 

course. 

Now decide on the width of your seam allowance, and trim all your blocks the same. I use 1/4”, 

that’s just what I’m used to. You might prefer 1/2”. The important thing is that you make them all 

the same width. 

Fold back the fabric line up your ruLer  
C A R E F U L L Y 
and trim. Too close and you’ll 
cut it.

Here’s how it should look 
after you trim all 4 sides
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Clear ruler and rotary cutter, 

Both these items are in my quilter’s essential toolkit. If you haven’t used a rotary cutter yet, you 

really should. 

Use the clear ruler to line up along the outline guide stitch, and trim off the excess fabric. 

Mark the line and use scissors. 

This is a perfectly acceptable way to trim your blocks, but it will take longer and takes more care 

to be accurate.  

Measure the width of the seam allowance with a seam guide or ruler along the outline guide 

stitches, use a straight edge to mark the line, and cut with scissors. 

Joining 

Put your blocks face to face, and pin either end, parallel with the seam line and a couple of 

centimetres away. (This leaves space for the sewing machine foot) 

Pinning either end means your corners will line up perfectly. 
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Pins in between the two ends should be put in perpendicular to the seam. If your blocks have 

design features that need to match, pin just before them.  

The pin holds the blocks together at the crucial point, plus it reminds you that there’s pattern 

matching coming up. 

Tip: Pinning two bulky layers can make them shift. If you put the pin through the seam of the top 

block, and a fraction below the seam on the bottom block, they will match up once they are pinned. 

Stitching 

Use a straight stitch, and lengthen the stitch. On my Janome the standard stitch length is 2.4. I 

increase it to 3.0 for block joining. 

Use a clear foot if you have one, and move the needle over to the right so that the whole of the 

width of the foot is on the quilt layers. This holds them together and as you sew and makes it 

easier to keep a straight line. Having half the foot on the right of the seamline means it’s in fresh 

air and the seam is harder to control. 

See how that pin is clear of the foot but still keeps the ends aligned? 

Reduce your machine speed. You’ll get better control if you sew more slowly. And I like to have 

both hands free to guide the block, especially as I might want to stop and start as I go, so I use 

the foot pedal and not the stop/start button. 
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Stitch just inside that outer guide line. I set my needle position so I’m sewing about 1mm to the 

left. Your guide line will be hidden when you open out the blocks.  

Tip for lining up your seam: 

Pick a feature on your machine foot and keep the guide stitches lined up with it. Mine has a groove 

to the right of the needle, and if I move my needle all the way to the right and sew with the guide 

stitch under the groove, I get a perfectly aligned seam. 

You can use the lines marked on your needle plate, or stick coloured tape to the bed of the 

machine. Find something to use as a guide and keep your eye on it. 

If you’re not happy with your seam, rip it out and do it again. 

 Tip: I use embroidery thread and bobbin thread to join my blocks. It’s perfectly strong enough for a 

quilt, (unlike seams in clothes, these seams aren’t under strain), and you can quite literally rip a 

seam apart if you have to, without damaging the block.  

Of course, if you prefer to use a seam ripper or scissors, that’s fine too. 

As you get more experienced, you’ll make fewer mistakes.  

Pressing 

When you’ve joined your block, and you’re happy that everything matches up, you’ll need to 

press the seam so it lies flat. 

You can press to one side, or press open. There are pros and cons to both.  

Pressing open distributes the bulk either side and means the seam lies flatter. But as there’s no 

batting or stabiliser in the seam allowance we’re only talking a couple of layers of cotton. It’s 

easier to press seam allowances open if they are wide. Narrow allowances are a fiddly pain to 

press open. 

Pressing to one side means all the seam allowances lie on one side of the seam. It’s faster, and 

less fiddly, especially if you use a 1/4” allowance. Plus it makes matching seams a piece of cake 

because it allows you to lock them together.   

I press to one side. The extra bulk on the side I press to doesn’t seem to make any difference to 

the look of the finished quilt. 
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Sewing multiple blocks together 

Once you’ve joined blocks into rows, you’ll need to join the rows. 

Use the same pinning technique for joining two rows of blocks. Pin each end parallel to the 

seam.  This time pin along the seam just before each point where blocks meet at the corners.  

Lock matching seams. 

If you’ve pressed to one side, you can use the seam allowances to lock seams together and 

ensure they match perfectly. 

Tip: accurate block matching will transform your quilt, so it’s worth taking time over it. 

I pin just before the join, so I know when I’m almost there and I can slow the machine right down 

to feel with my fingers when the two seams align in the right place. You’ll get to know what that 

feels like. 

Seam allowances pressed alternate ways mean perfect matching corners where 4 blocks meet  

Tip: alternate the direction you press seams for each row of blocks. You’ll get perfect matching 

corners where 4 blocks meet 

Pin at other matching features and anywhere you want to keep the outline guide stitch together.  

Tip: Double check that everything’s lined up correctly by matching the raw edges on the right as you 

sew. This is where your accurate trimming pays off 

If I’m making a large quilt, I tend to join groups of blocks together rather than long rows.  

It’s much easier to manage them under the needle.  
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Finally: remember, practice makes perfect. The more quilts you make the better and faster you’ll 

get.  

And nobody else will notice your mistakes. Each wobble and imperfection is what makes your 

quilt unique. Other people will only see an amazing work of love and dedication. 

Happy stitching! 

Visit flowerdogdesigns.co.uk for more information about machine embroidery and appliqué, 

and for projects to make with my designs. 

While you’re there, why not sign up for the Flowerdog Designs newsletter? Subscribers get 

free patterns and offers, fun projects and the latest news.  

Have fun with different colour combinations and don’t forget to share your finished 

projects with us in my Facebook group 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/FlowerdogDesigns/ 

Lisa x
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